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A Simplification of Existing Methods.of

Calculating Decay Heat Following Reactor Shutdown

and an Investigation of the Effects of Power

History Upon Decay Heat

I. Introduction

The material presented in this paper was generated as part of a

project for the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). The project

concerned itself primarily with the specification of confidence limits

on decay heat calculations. As a related task, an attempt was made to

reduce the calculational effort involved by developing a simplified

method of calculation. Ibis paper deals primarily with the presentation

and support of a simplified calculationl method. Secondarily, the

calculational method is used to investigate the effect of power history

variations upon decay heat.

Before proceeding further, a few words should be said about the

two main topics of this work: decay heat and power history. Decay heat

refers to the energy emission rate of the products of the fission

process following reactor shutdown. That is primarily y and 13 energy

emission from the nuclides which result from the splitting of the U-235

nuclide. In this work, only U-235 will be considered. The term power

history refers to the reactor power level as a function of time prior

to shutdown.
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The motivation for this work is the role that decay heat plays

in reactor safety problems. For any serious problems to develop in the

course of an accident involving the reactor., the fuel and cladding must

melt and release the fission products and fuel to the environment. In

the majority of accident sequences, the fission process is immediately

damped at the initiation of the accident. Decay heat is then the only

mechanism by which the fuel can be melted.

An important item of reactor safety analysis focuses on reactor

behavior following the initiation of an accident in which the flow of

coolant through the core may be lost. Although there are numerous

physical phenomenon occurring during this period, it is obvious that the

time behavior of the mechanism which causes fuel Felting will be very

important. Thus, efforts to improve calculation of this quantity are

justifiable.

If the question, "What is the result of the fission process in a

nuclear reactor?", is posed, the common response would be: "The result

is the production of power." This would be an incomplete answer. In

addition to the power produced in the fission reaction, fission fragments

are produced. There are, in general, two nuclides formed from every

fission which occurs. The importance of these fission products, at

least as concerns this paper, is that these products also produce power,

or heat. The fission fragments are commonly formed in excited states and

seek to attain stable states through the emission of energy which is

deposited as heat in the reactor.
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Aside from the contribution of the fission fragments to the total

reactor power during normal operation, about 7%, these nuclides are

important for another reason. Following reactor shutdown--that is, the

quenching of the fission process--the power production from the

fission process stops; but heat is still being generated by the fission

fragments.

The effect of the heat generation by the fission products is most

acutely felt in the Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA). A LOCA occurs when

the coolant in the core escapes through, for example, a pipe break. With

no coolant or insufficient coolant and appreciable heat generation, the

core would melt. Melting of the core is one of the first requirements

that must be met for a reactor to become a danyer to public safety. Once

the core has melted, it is possible that the radioactive fission products

might be dispersed to the environment.

To prevent the melting of the core, Emergency Core Cooling Systems

(ECCS) are provided to remove the heat generated by the fission fragments.

To design these systems, it is necessary that the heat generated by the

fission products, following shutdown (hereafter referred to as decay

heat), be specified as a function of time after shutdown. This is so

that necessary coolant flow rates. which rai.A be provided by the ECCS,

can be determined.

At present the specification of decay heat relies on the ANS-5

standard (1)
. This in turn relies on a work by K. Shure

(2)
. This

specification of decay heat is a composite prediction from both integral
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experiments and summation method calculations. The error bounds

corresponding to 1 sigma are +20/0 and -40%. Thus, the specification of

decay heat is almost qualitative.

A possible practical application of this study to existing

reactors is of importance. If the result of the project is to specify

a lower value to the previously reported upper bound on the decay heat

curve, then it is possible that some of the reactors in existence today

may have their power ratings increased. Depending on the size of the

change in the value of the upper limit, this could be a sizable amount

of dollars. Of course, it works the other way also. If this project

determines that the upper bound should be raised, then many power plants

might need to be Berated.

This paper is concerned: first, with simplified methods of

calculating decay heat; and second, with the power-history dependence of

decay heat. Power-history refers to the fission rate, with respect to

time, during reactor operation.

The calculation of decay heat is based on the summation method

utilizing the CINDER (3) code. A function representing the decay heat

due to a unit fission burst in a reactor which does not contain any

fission fragments, is derived from CINDER. In the absence of capture

effects, the quadrature of the product. of this function, termed the h

function, with the fission rate over time yields the decay heat at any

time after shutdown.
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II. Simplification of the Calculation of Decay Heat

A new approach to the utilization of the summation method in

calculating decay heat is presented. it rests upon previous implemen-

tations of the summation method, but reduces the calculational effort

considerably.

The summation method of calculating decay heat proceeds as

follows. The concentration of each nuclide produced in fission, Nij

(i denoting the Z number and state of excitation, j the A number of the

nuclide) is first calculated as a function of time. The activity

contributed by this nuclide at time t is then x
ij

N
ij

, and the decay

heat is xij Njj Eij where aid is the decay constant and Ejj the energy

released by the decay of nuclide i,j. The total decay heat is then

the sum of these terms over i and j,

Let H(t) denote decay heat at t from irradiation during negative

time. (The time zero will then refer to shutdown.) The equation for

decay heat is:

H(t) = I
j

aidX.. E N.. (t) 2.1

The more elaborate part of the calculational effort in the summation

methodisdirectecitowardthedeteruirlationaN(t )

Consider the fissioning of 11 -235 for an irradiation beginning at

t--.-Taridendingatt.O.TheequationforN..(t) is:
-13



dN..(t)
lj (+) itl

Y, Ni1(1) + Ai-1,j Ni_i,j(t)

2.2
00j(t) Q>( t) Nij(t) + 06,i_1(t) (t) Ni,j (t)

Nij (-T) = 0

The terms in 2.2 have the following significance:

6

(p(t) neutron flux

E-(t) microscopic fission cross section for U-235

0 microscopic capture cross section for nuclide ij
cij

Yij probability of formation of nuclide ij in fission, per

fission

Due to a variety of branching effects (metastable formation and decay,

delayed neutron emission), there often exist more than one nuclide

which decay to ij. This adds to the equation size but does not add

mathematical complexity. For convenience, the existence of more than

one parent nuclide will be ignored. Each nuclide ij is represented by

an equation of this form. The equations are coupled for constant A by

decay and for constant Z by capture. For constant A, all Nii are

coupled; but for constant Z, the coupling extends only across a few

A's. This is because the coupling across A is due to capture; and the

probability of a series of captures from j to .j + n, for n large, is

very small.

There are a number of computer programs in existence today which

will capture decay heat by the summation method. Well known programs

are CINDER, RIBD
(4)

, and ORIGEN(5). For this work, the code CINDER

was used. CINDER was adapted for use on the OSU computer system by
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Marvin Lewallen as part of his thesis work
(6)

. A description of

CINDER may be had from either Mr. Lewallen's work or from the thesis of

the code's developer, T. R. England(7).

The first step toward the development of the simplified calcula-

tional method is the neglect of capture effects. This reduces the

degree of coupling the equations, making them much easier to solve.

The assumption that the effects of capture are negligible makes

possible the method which was developed (see Chapter III). Chapter V

of this thesis presents the arguments that this is a good assumption

under realistic conditions. The justifications for making the assump-

tion, prior to calculations indicating the quality of the assumption,

are threefold: (1) for most nuclides the probability of capture is

very small; (2) most capture products appeared on cursory investigation

to possess long half lives; (3) while the capture process creates

nuclides which could contribute to decay heat, it also destroys nuclides

which could contribute to decay heat. The results of Chapter V

indicate that the capture process will add less than one percent to

the total decay heat under any realistic, achievable reactor operating

conditions.

The equation for N
ij

(0 in the absence of capture is:

dN..(t)
13 - At 1 V

dt "+) " 'f'+1
+

" lij Ai-1,j Ni-1,j(t) Aij Nij(t)

2.3

= 0
1,)
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This is solved by the use of the integration factor eAii t
, to yield:

N..13 (t) =ji
-T

(1)(0 E.(t)
. (t. t')

ij dt'

2.4

. (t-t')
dt-f-

A. . N. .(t") e
-x.3

1T

1-1,3 1-1,3

An alternative procedure to calculate N
ij

(0 will now be presented.

Consider the following equation:

dMi .(t)

A.. M.. + A. M..
dt 11 13 1-1,J 13

25
M
i3
(0) = Y

1j

The solution of equation 2.5 is:

Y..
e-Aii(T-t1 dt'

13 ij o 1-1,3 I-1,3

2.6

Let the symbol L by defined as:

lii(t) E f T gt1 E M
lj

t-t") dt' 2.7

1twillnowbeshownthatLandN..are identical. Substituting in
13

2.7 for M. results in:
lj

T
/ -A. (t-t')

i.1(t) = f (pkt') Ef(t1 Yii e 13 dt'

_Tr iTtA J

(dt'dt")) E, ") A(. . M. . .(t")e ij
-1,3 1 1,3
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Consider the second term in the above equation with the definition,

x = t" 4 t'. This term is then:

it it
(1)(t-) E (C) A. . (X-t") e-xii(t-x) dx dt'J-T t- f 1-1,J 1,J

Reversing the order of integration results in the form:

it
e-An(t-x) [rx , .

J-17 Ai-1,j J_T (ptt ) Lf(t ) Mi_i,j(x-t") dt"*1 dx

Thetermenclosedbybracketsisjust.(x) so that the second term

becomes:

Jr.r Xj_ij 1-1_1,i(x) e- i:l(t -x) dx

Equation 2.7 is then:

Lij(t) =fT gt-) Ef(t") Y
lj

. e-Aii(t-t-)

2.g
t .

+
J-

-A. (t-x) dx.

3
.(x) e

T
A LA

-1,3 -1,

From 2.8 it can be deduced that L..(-I) = 0.

Sincee(112.00,12-8isiderticall = N1..3 (-T),
13

then Nij(t) = Lii(t) and Nii(t) can be expressed as:

Nij(t) =f T (10(t") f( t') Mij(t-t") dt' 2.9

The decay heat, H(t), can now be expressed in terms of 2.9.

Substituting into equation 2.1:
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H(t) =.11 (t -) -) 1. )1.. F.ij_ Mi. (t-t-) dt' 2.10

Define h(t) as:

Then:

h(t) = X. Eij Hi.. 2.11

H(t) =f gt')
f
(t1 h(t-t") dt" 2.-12

From 2.12 it can be recognized that h(t-t') is the Green's function for

decay heat at t from fissioning at t'.

The above equation for H(t) is the alternative to the summation

method of calculating decay heat. Quadratnre of the fission rate and

h(t) over the irradiation period yields decay heat. The function h(t)

is defined independently of any power history and, therefore, applies

to any power history. Its derivation depends only upon the assumption

that capture effects are negligible.
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III. Details of the Calculational Method

3.1 The Green's Function

To implement the method of calculating decay heat, H(t),

described in Chapter II, it is necessary to define the Greens function

h(t). The method chosen to accomplish this is to utilize the code

CINDER to define the function at discrete points in time. The function

is defined at other times by interpolation. Both the calculation of

h(t) at discrete time points and the interpolation scheme will be

described in this section.

The code CINDER was manipulated such that it solved the

following set of equations for Nij.

dN
ij

dt i-1,j
N
i-1,j

+ A
i

.N

3.1

N
ij

(o) =
ij

The above equation set is the same as 2.5; and, therefore, the decay

heat as calculated by CINDER is the Green's function h(t). The code is

forced to solve this set of equations for Nij by inputting initial

number densities for Nij corresponding to Yij, the fission yield.

CINDER is then run with no irradiation time and calculates the decay

heat corresponding to the decay of the nuclides, or equation set 3.1.

The time points at which h(t) was defined were chosen such

that the logarithms of the time points would be equally spaced. The

time points began at 10
8
hours and the exponents increased in
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increments of .05. Preliminary calculations had indicated that on a

log log plot the function h(t) was almost a straight line. The function

was defined by CINDER at 143 points from 10
4

to 1.2 10
5

hours. These

are shown in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.1. The units of h(t) are

Mev/fission-sec.

To define h(t) at times other than those in Table 3.1, an

analytical fit was made, of the data of the fiTm:

h(T) = T b (A1 + + A
3

T2) 3.2

It was not possible to represent h(i) accurately over the entire range

of 10
-4

to 1.2 10
5
hours by a single set of parameters; therefore, a

number of sets were developed for different time ranges. A program was

written to do this and is presented in Appendix I. The method used by

the program is described here.

For each time point in the range to be represented by a set

of parameters, b, A
l' A2, A 3'

an equation can be written.

T
7b

+ A2
Ti -b

+ A3
2-b

= Y. 3.3

In this equation Yi represents a discrete value of h(t) in the time

range. Over each time range, h was determined separately by least

squaring an equation of the form:

A T
7b

= Y. 3.4

The parameter b was then used in equation 3.3 to aid in solving for

the A's.
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The method employed to dEtemine the A's i ; the least

squares method. Since the Yi vary rapidly, the equation is rewritten

such that relative values are utilized.

T-.13 T.
1-b 2-b

1 1 1

Y.
4. A2

Y A3 Y.
1 1 1

Define E. to ;b

3.5

All;b 1.
1

1-b
1:

E. + A
2 Y.

1

1. 36
Y.

_2
Require that the sum of E. for each time point in the range of interest

be as small as possible. This is equivalent to assuming that each

point is to be fitted to the same relative precision. To accomplish this,

differentiate ?.1
=1 1

with respect to each A and set the resulting
1

equations equal to zero. The result is:

N 3
j+2-2-2b

E E Ai

i=1 j=1

N T

i=1 1

y.-
= 0 for z=1,2,3 3.7

In Table 3.2 the parameters are listed corresponding to sets

of parameters which reproduce the CINDER-generated points to .1%.

Table 3.3 shows comparisons between the CINDER-generated values and

those by the interpolation form. The largest relative deviation is .11%

with the average absolute value of the relative deviations being about

.05%.
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TABLE 3.2

PARAMETERS FOR INTERPOLATION OF THE GREEN'S. FUNCTION

Start
of
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End
of

Interval

al a
2

a3
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79aE.03 ,1?6-0? 718 .10,PA-02 P790F4-00 ic..1309F+03
.120.4;-02 250E..0? .6n7 .1,0141F-02 59660--01 ..,16.,23014.0?
,?s0F.02 .501E-OP .A95 06053-03 .30070E-01
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TABLE 3.3

COMPARISON OF H(T) CALCULATED BY CINDER
AND THE FORM 3.2 WITH THE
PARAMETERS OF TABLE 3.2

Time
Hrs.

CINDER
h(t)

Interpolated
h(t)

Deviation

1. 2.83 -3 .12559 +0 .12549 0 -.08

2. 1.13 -2 .33252 -1 .33251 -1 -.003

3. 4.49 .72430 -2 .72397 -2 -.046

4. 1.79 -1 .14360 -2 .14349 -2 -.077

5. 7.13 .36739 -3 .36711 -3 -.076

6. 1.68 +0 .12898 .12902 -3 .031

7. 3.35 .50008 -4 .50047 -4 -.042

8. 6.70 .18335 .18332 -4 -.016

9. 1.34 ./3u84 -5 .7.5065 -5 -.026

10. 2.67 .27500 .27475 -5 -.091

11. 5.32 .10003 .10004 -5 .01

12. 1.06 +2 .41418 -6 .41420 -6 .0048

13. 2.11 .20873 .20869 -6 -.019

14. 4.22 .10063, .10058 -6 -.05

15. 8.43 .44639 -7 .44611 -7 -.063

16. 1.68 +3 .17859 .17866 -7 .039

17. 3.35 .77787 -8 .77748 -8 -.05

18. 6.60 .26161 .26190 -8 .11

19. 1.34 +4 .76398 -9 .76466 -10 .089

20. 2.66 .25122 -9 .25096 -9 -.10

21. 5.33 .90700 -10 .90780 -10 .088

22. 9.47 .68825 .68847 -10 .032

The integers appearing after the fractional numbers are.
of 10 by which the fractions are to be multiplied.
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3.2 Constant Power Calculation - The R Function

The majority of achievable reactor power histories can be

adequately represented by a series of step functions as illustrated in

Figure 3.2.

1.0

0.0

-T 0

Operation Time

For a power history as represented above, the decay heat, H(t), can be

expressed as:

i"

H(t) =E DEfii jf_,
Tui

i=1 zi

h(tt') dt' 3.8

N denotes the number of intervals of different constant power levels.

DEA denotes the fission rate over the i
th

interval. Tn is the time

at the start of an interval, and Tui is the time at the end of the

interval. To further simplify the calculation of H(t) in the case

where equation 3.8 is representative of decay heat, another function
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termed the R function is a mnemonic for "residual energy", is defined:

R(t) = f 4 h(t) dt 3.9

Tz is greater than t and is to be a lary value. the decay heat, H(t)

can be expressed in terms of this function. First, divide the integral

in equation 3.8 into two terms:

.

Xiui
h(t tldt- - h(t - ildt"

-T
z

7
z

The limits are such that Tz > Tii > Tui.

Define x = t t'; then when V" = -Txi, x = Tai +t; when t' = -Tui,

x =
ui

t and when t' = -Tz, t' = Tz + t. The integrals can then

be expressed as:

tfT
ui ki

h(x)dx + h(x)dx
t+T

z
t+T

Inverting the limits on the integrals results in the form:

14t+T
z

h(x)dx
t +T

h(x)dx
tAT ifT

ui ki

The parameter t is the decay time following shutdown and is on the

order of a few hours, If T
z

is much larger than t, 10' , for instance,

the upper limit can be written with t = 0 without introducing

large errors. Making this approximation the integral can be expressed

in terms of the R function as:



R(Tui + R(T9i f-

The decay heat can -then be expressed as:

nl

H(t) = 14E
f

fk(T . + t) - R( . + t)]
ui

i=1
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3.10

The function R(t) is specified at the same time points as those in

Table 3.1. This is done by analytically integrating an interpolation

polynomial of the form 3.2. The parameters in the polynomial were

derived by fitting the form to every three data points. This repro-

duces the h function to five significant figures; thus, integration of

this fit to the h function data should yield an accurate evaluation of

the R function. R(t) is defined in this manner from 10
-4

to 10
5

hours.

In a manner similar to that used on the h function data, an interpolation

polynomial is fit to the R function data. The parameters derived by

the program FIT are shown in Table 3.4. The parameters reproduce the

R function data to .1% for the time range 10
-4

to 7.08 104'hours and

to 1% over the time range 7.08 10
4

to 10
5

hours.

To check the accuracy of decay heat as calculated by the R

function, comparisons were made between CINDER and the R function.

The program HCAL was used to calculate decay heat with the R function.

A description of this program is given in Appendix II. Six comparative

cases are presented in Table 3.5. In all but one case the difference

is less than .1%. The case where the deviation is greater is when

the decay time is greater than the irradiation time. This is because

the assumption made in deriving the expression for H(t) in terms of R
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TABLE 3.4

PARAMETERS DEFINING THE R FUNCTION

Initial

Time
Hrs.

Final

Time
Hrs. b Al

A
2

A
3

.100-3 .315-3 .045 .80318+1 .11467+4 -.27857+7

.315-3 .100-2 .079 .60143+1 .36358+3 -.28345+6

.100-2 .315-2 .120 .45267+1 .93187+2 -.23082+5

.315-2 .100-1 .161 .35834+1 .19527+2 -.14155+4

.100-1 .315-1 .195 .30707+1 .45161+1 -.10894+3

.315-1 .315+0 .211 .29246+1 .53656+0 -.15534+1

.315 .631 .283 .25804+1 .53656+0 -.56244+0

.631 .141+1 .334 .24783+1 .12825+0 -.63345-1

.141+1 .631+1 .346 .26717+1 -.27748-1 .29402-2

.631+1 .397+2 .313 .25055+1 -.35464-2 .85761-4

.397+2 .100+3 .260 .20728+1 -.72775-3 .56297-5

.100+3 .250+3 .286 .22359+1 .11832-2 -.35815-5

.250+3 .562+3 .373 .35664+1 .10049-2 -.12878-5

.562+3 .112+4 .453 .59447+1 .65927-3 -.40429-6

.112+4 .281 +4 .526 , .96820+1 .81494-3 -.21741-6

.281+4 .446+4 .678 .30327+2 .23302-2 -.32366-6

.446+4 .112+5 .733 .55892+2 -.45540-3 .30392-7

.112+5 .223+5 .732 .51239+2 .38853-3 -.11852-7

.223+5 .446+5 .788 .90879+2 .25325-3 -.38422-8

.446+5 .708+5 1.10 .68962+3 .72691-1 -.63653-6

.708+5 .100+6 2.68 .45050+12 .13863+8 -.81712+2
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TABLE 3.5

COMPARISON OF DECAY HEAT AS CALCULATED

WITH CINDER VS DECAY HEAT AS CALCULATED

WITH THE R FUNCTION

Decay Heat

Mev/sec cm
3

Time at Start Time
of Power Step (Hrs) R CINDER % Diff.
-1.0 104 hrs

10
-3

.64817 10
14

.64839 10
14

-.032

Time -at End 10
-2

. 46807 .46825 -.038
of Power Step

10
-1

. 29421 .29427 -.020
0.0

10
0

clii
....-I

n,, .15994 0.0
i

Power Density 10 .70808 1011 . 70805 10
13

-.0042
200 w/cm3

10
2

.34587 .34561 -.075

Time at Start Time , R CINDER % Diff.
of Power Step
-1.0 104 hrs 10

-3
. 16204 10

15
. 16210 10

15
-.037

Time at End
10

-2
. 11702 .11607 -.034

10
-1

. 73552 10
14

. 73567 10
14

of Power Step -.02
0.0

10
0

. 39984 .39985 -.0025

101Power Density 10 .17702 .17701 -.0056
500 w/cm3

10
2

. 86467 10
13 33

. 86402 10- -.075
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TABLE 3.5 (Cont.)

Time CINDERR
Time at Start

% Diff.

of Power Step
.32409 10

15
.32420 10

15
10-3 -.034

-1.0 104 hrs
. 23403 10

15
10

-2
.23412 -.038

of

Time at
Step
End

10
-1

.14710 .14713 -.02
Power

10
0

.79968 10
14

. 79970 10
14

0.0 -.0025

Power Density
10

1
.35404 .35402 -.0056

0.0 10
2

.17293 .17281 -.069

Time at STart
Time R CINDER % Diff.

of Power Step
10-3 .26173 10

15
.26183 10

15
-.038

-2.0 _n
10 c .17178 .17186 -.147

Time at End
10

-1
.85840 10

14
.85860 1014 -.023

of Power Step
10010 .262150.0 .26193 -.084

10
1

.21204 10
13

.21278 10
13

-.35
Power Density

1011 . 97430 10
11

1000 w/ cm3 10
2

.96799 10 -.70

Time at Start
Time R CINDER % Diff.

of Power Step
10

-3
.32536 10

15
. 32547 10

15
-.034

-4.0 105
10
-2

.23531 .23540 -.038

of
Time

Power Step
at End

10
-1

14838 .14841 -.02

0.0 10
0

.81244 10
14

.81247 10
14

-.0037

10
1

.36679 .36678 -.0027
Power Density
1000 w/cm3 10

2
. 18557 10

11
.18545 10

11
-.065
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TABLE 3.5 (Cont.)

Three Power Steps

-1.0 10
4

to -5.0 10
3

at 1000 w/cm
3

-5.0 10
3

to -4.0 10
3

at 0 w/cm
3

-4.0 10
3

to 0.0

at 1000 w/cm
3

Time R CINDER % Diff.

10
-3

10
-2

10
-1

10
0

10
1

10
2

.32350

.23345

.14652

.79385

.34822

.16729

10
15

10
14

101110

.32362

.23354

.14655

.79391

.34825

.16721

10
15

10
14

10
11

-.037

-.039

-.02

-.0076

-.0086

-.048
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was that irradiation time be much longer than the decay time.

Irradiation times are generally larger than decay times for situation

of interest, and this problem should not normally arise.
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IV. Power History Effects In the Absence of Neutron Capture

The term power history refers to the time dependent behavior of

the reactor power over the reactor operating period. This chapter

presents the effects of variations in the power history upon decay

heat. The calculations are done with the Gree's function representation

of decay heat with no capture ei'tcts inclirded. The power histories

considered are restricted to those that can be represented by a series

of constant power interval., see Figure 3.2; any reactor power history

can be represented in this way if enough intervals are used. With this

representation the R function in conjunction with the program HCAL will

be used to calculate decay heat.

An important consideration regarding power histories can he

arrived at by considering the equation for decay heat from a power

history consisting of two constant power levels; P2 from T2 to T1 and

P
1
from T

1
to U.

H(t) = P1 [R(t) - R(t +T1)] + P2 [R(t+Ti) - R(t+T2)J 4.1

Equation 4.1 indicates that the decay heat deriving from any irradiation

interval is linearly proportional to the power level over that interval.

This result, though simple, is quite powerful: It means that the decay

heat from any irradiation interval is independent of reactor power

behavior outside that interval.

In investigating power history effects, the first point was to

decide on maximum and minimum irradiation times which were of interest.
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Arbitrarily, arising only from a desire to have a small lower limit,

a lower limit of one hour was chosen. An upper limit was chosen to

correspond to the maximum time a Fuel pin might be expected to remain

in the core of today's LWR's-four years or 35,000 hours.

A calculation of the decay neat from a 35,000 hour operation

period at P = lw/cm3 was made, and the results are presented in

Table 4.1. Figure 4.1 i: a graph of this. Otcay times from .001 hours

to one hour are listed.

the results of variations in cperatiny history may be decomposed

in the following manner: the decay haat 3t time t, following an

operation of T hours (operation from -T to 0), is divided by the decay .

heat at time t following a 35,000 hour operation(cperation from 35,000

to 0) at the same power level. The resultant numher represents the

fraction of the decay heat at a shutdown time t due to the last T

hours of a 35,000 hour operation. The results for thirteen decay times

and nine irradiation times (1) are listed in Table 4.2 and plotted in

Figure 4.2.

This graph, together with the fact that the decay heat due to

any irradiation interval is linearly proportional to the power level in

that interval, describes the effect of various power histories upon

decay heat. We wish to calculate the total decay heat at t, contributed

from any interval of operation at constant power. This interval is

defined as the period between an upper limit Tu and a lower limit T

For any given shutdown time (t) the contributiun to the total decay
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TABLE 4.1

DECAY HEAT FROM A 35,000 HOUR OPERATION

Time After
Shutdown H (TIME)

(HOURS) Mev/sec

. 1 - 3 .37546+12

.2 - 3 .36532+12

.3 - 3 .35760+12

. 5 - 3 .34538+12

.7 - 3 .33656+12

. 1 - 2 .32528+12

.2 - 2 .30119+12

.3 - 2 .25546+12

.5 - 2 .26426+12

. 7 - 2 .25047+12

.1 - 1 .23523+12

.2 - 1 .20646+12

.3 - 1 .19013+12

.5 - 1 .17102+12

.7 - 1 .15958+12

. 1 + 0 .14830+12

.2 + 0 .12813+12

.3 + 0 .11643+12

. 5 + 0 .10137+12

. 7 + 0 .91317+11

. 1 + 1 .81166+11

The signed integer following the decimal number represent the power
of 10 by which the decimal number should be multiplied.
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TABLE 4.2

POWER HISTORY EFFECTS

Time
Hrs.

10,000 Hr
Irradiation

Decay Heat Fraction

3000 Hr 1000 Hr 300 Hr 100 Hr

.0010 .9963 .9880 .9765 .9598 .9432

.0025 .9959 .9866 .9739 .9553 .9369

.0050 .9955 .9852 .9711 .9505 .9301

.0075 .9952 .9842 .9692 .9472 .9254

.010 .9949 .9834 .9675 .9444 .9214

.025 .9940 .9803 .9614 .9338 .9064

.050 .9930 .9771 .9554 .9235 .8919

.075 .9924 .9751 .9514 .9169 .8825

.10 .9919 .9736 .9486 .9118 .8755

.25 .9901 .9679 .9373 .8926 .8483

.50 .9882 .9614 .9247 .8710 .8179

.75 .9866 .9562 .9145 .8536 .7934

1.0 .9853 .9519 .9060 .8390 .7729

30 Hr

Irradiation 10 Hr 3 Hr 1 Hr

.0010 .9210 .8875 .8310 .7506

.0025 .9122 .8750 .8123 .7231

.0050 .9027 .8615 .7921 .6934

.0075 .8962 .8522 .7782 .6730

.010 .8907 .8445 .7666 .6561

.025 .8699 .8148 .7225 .5925

.050 .8498 .7863 .6804 .5332

.075 .8368 .7680 .6536 .4966

.10 .8269 .7540 .6336 .4701

.25 .7895 .7019 .5612 .3827

.50 .7477 .6447 .4866 .3052

.75 .7143 .5997 .4311 .2531

1.0 .6865 .5629 .3883 .2168
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heat for the interval can be calculated as follows. Take the values

corresponding to Tu and Ti. from Figure 4.2 and subtract the smaller

from the larger. The result is the decay heat from operation at unit

power contributed by operation over this interval. -Multiplication of

this number by the actual power during the perio6 gives the actual

decay heat at time t from the operating interval under consideration.

The curves have been normalized such that the power to be multi-

plied into the interval contribution is expressed as specific power

of fuel, watts per cubic centimeter, and the decay heat is expressed

as Mev/sec-cm
3

.

The product of the decay heat and the power level over the

irradiation interval results in the actual decay heat from this

interval. The sum of these numbers over all intervals in the power

history yields the total decay heat at time t. Thus, the complete

procedure to use in calculating decay heat from these graphs is:

1. Break the power history for which it is desired to calculate

decay heat into a finite number of irradiation intervals over

which the power is constant.

2. For each decay time desired and each of the irradiation

intervals read from Figure 4.2, the fraction of the decay heat

arising from this interval.

3. Read from Figure 4.1 the decay heat at each of the decay

times.
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4. Multiply the decay heat at time t by each of the fractions

associated with each irradiation interval.

5. Multiply the above numbers by the power levels associated

with each interval and sum up all intervals for each t. This is

then the decay heat at time t due to the power history.

Table 4.3 gives the contribution to decay heat from various

operating intervals. Thus, the irradiation period 200 to 100 hours

prior to shutdown for a decay time of t = 1 hour contributes 4.14 per-

cent of the total decay heat. A 50 percent increase in the power level

over this interval would increase the decay heat by .5 * 4.14 = 2.07

percent.

From Figure 4.2 it can be seen that the contribution to the decay

heat due to the period 10,000 to 35,000 hours is very small. It is

about 1.5% of the total decay heat one hour following shutdown and less

than 1% for times shorter than .1 hour following shutdown. This

indicates that the results would be very similar for any standard

irradiation time between 10 and 35 thousand hours.

An important fact to notice about the results presented in Table

4.3 is that the decay heat at one hour following shutdown from the

irradiation period 0 to 1 hour prior to shutdown is the only entry in

the table such that the decay heat from an interval further back in

time than another produces more decay heat. This indicates that as

the shutdown time increases, the importance of irradiation length
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TABLE 4.3

DECAY HEAT FROM VARIOUS IRRADIATION INTERVALS

Decay heat function of 35,000 hour irradiation arising from various
irradiation intervals, calculated from Table 4.2.

Interval (Hours) .001

SHUTDOWN TIME (HRS)

1.0.01 .1

0 - 1 .7506 .6501 .4701 .2168

1 - 10 .1369 .1884 .2839 .3461*

10 100 .0557 .0769 .1214 .2100

100 1000 .0334 .0461 .0731 .1331

1000 - 10000 .0197 .0274 .0434 .0792

10000 - 35000 .0013 .0018 .0029 .0052

* Notice that at one hour after shutdown the period 1-10 contributes
more decay heat than 0-1. This indicates that for large decay times,
the power history is becoming more important.
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increases. Physically, for long shutdown times relative to operating

times, the important nuclides contributing to decay heat are those of

longer half lives which do not decay significantly during irradiation.

As a final observation, the results of this section indicate that

variations in reactor operation prior to 10,000 hours before shutdown

have no major effect upon decay heat during the first hour following

shutdown. For decay times of less than 1 hour, 90% of the decay heat is

generated during the last 11/2 months prior to shutdown. The fact that

only 10% of the decay heat is produced prior to 11/2 months to shutdown

suggests that a detailed representation of the power history prior to

11/2 months is not necessary. Representing the power history as the

average power level will result in almost the same decay heat as a

more detailed representation. The power history over the last 11/2

months of operation must be represented in more detail both because

different intervals contributed dirrecing &mounts of decay heat and

because 90% of the decay heat is from this interval.
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V. An Estimate of an Upper Limit for the Effect of Neutron Capture

Upon Decay Heat

In order to use the method developed in the previous three

chapters, and to have confidence in the results, it is necessary to

explore the effect of neglecting contributions from the neutron capture

process. The approach developed here is to estimate the maximum

contribution of the capture process under any circumstance, rather than

to develop a method to calculate the effect for various power histories.

The results presented, although preliminary, and numerically inexact

because of small errors in the data base used, support the assumption

that capture in fission Products leads to a second order correction to

decay heat. This conclusion has been confirmed by a more thorough study

performed by M. R. Shay (8)
.

The first step toward estimating the effect of neutron capture on

decay heat was to set up the linear chain description for decay chains

involving significant capture. As it is not initially obvious which

chains these will be, a large number of chains were developed in order

to be reasonably certain that all major contributors, by way of the

capture process, would be included. These chains, and much of the data

associated with them, ''ere developed by Shay.

The contribution of the capture process is calculated with the

CINDER code. Two calculations are performed: one with non zero

capture cross sections and one with zero capture cross sections.
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The difference between these two calculations is. the decay heat

contributed by the neutron capture process.

To arrive at an estimate of the maximum contribution of the

capture process, the input to the code CINDER must be set so as to

emphasize the contribution of the capture process, within limits

imposed by the realities of power reactor operation. The following

discussion deals with these input parameters and why the particular

values were picked.

The decay heat arising from any nuclide can be expressed as

XiiEuNii. The first two parameters are constant, with respect to time

time, and the third determined from a set of equations as follows:

dN..

iJ gt) E Y.. +
Xi -1,j

N. . - x.. N..
dt f ij 1-1,j 1-1,j ij ij

5.1

+ gt)
Ni ,j -1

- ucii Ni j]

Since the point of interest is the effect of neutron capture

restricting the equation to that portion of Nii (denoted by

which derives from the capture process yields an equation as follows:

dN:.

dt AijNij (1)[Gci,j-1Ni,j-1

- ..N' ]
cij

ij

5.2

To assist in arriving at qualitative conclusions about the parameters

involved, simplify the equation by deleting the term dealing with decay
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in from the other capture products and the term denoting neutron capture

by the capture product
ij . The resulting equation is as follows:

dNl.

(PM a . . N.
dt co,J-1 1,j-1 lj lj

5.3

From this simplified form it can be seen that the parameters which

determine the concentration of the nuclide produced by the capture

process,
1

are: the flux level in the reactor, the concentration of

the nuclide which captures the neutron, and the length of reactor

operation. The parameters ac and x are important but are physical

constants for each nuclide and are not alterable by man. The values

of these parameters which will produce the largest amount of decay heat

due to the capture process are those which will yield large values for

the term
lj lj lj

and, thus, are those which produce large concentra-

tions for Nij. Equation 5.3 indicates that Nii will be largest if each

of the three parameters - flux, Nii, and operation time- are as large

as possible. Table 5.1 lists data which were used to determine the

input to CINDER.
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CABLE 5.1

REFERENCE SUMMARY DATA

Reactor

No 1
(9)

,--

Reactor

No. 2
(10)

Peactor

No. 3(11)

Reactor
(12)

No, 4'

Total Power, MWt 3,411 3,600 2,652 2,772

Peak to Avg. Power 2.40 2.72 2.79 3.12

Burnup, MWD/MTU 33,000 34,300 33,000 33,000

Fuel Wt., MT UO2 99.05 106.1 80.47 93.1

Density UO2 gm/cm
3

10.3 10,3 10 3 10.14

Calculated from
Above

Peak Specific Power
w/cm3 of UO2

851 951 947 912

The necessary input parameters to the code CINDER are: length of

irradiation, power density, fast to thermal flux ratio, and U-235

density. The information contained in Table 5.1 is used to fix three

of these parameters such that the three variables--(p, T, N be

such as to emphasize the effect of the capture process.

The concentration of the capturing nujide, No, is emphasized by:

one, lirge power density, and thus a large production rate; and two, a

long operation time which, in conjunction with the power density,

determines the total production of No. Table 5.1 indicates that a

reasonable high power density would be about w/cm
3
of UO2. The

table also indicates that a value of 40,000 MWD/MT would be
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conservative with respect to the total amount of fissions. This together

with the higher power density, indicates an irradiation time of 9,175

hours. Since the capture effect increases both with increasing

irradiation time and with increasing power density, a lower power

density and a larger time could have been chosen to correspond with the

exposure value. It is not evident at this time which would emphasize

the effect of the capture process more, and this point will be

considered later in this paper.

To choose a reasonably conservative value of the flux to use

over the irradiation period, the approach taken was to pick the minimum

U-235 density over the period and to make use of the relationship

between power density, U-235 density, and flux. the relationship among

these three is such that the minimum U-235 density results in the

largest value for the flux; P = vfN
75

cp.

In the report Wash 1139, Table 7, Page 9, a list of thermal

reactor parameters are given. The time at which the fuel concentration

will be lowest is at end of life; that is, the point of fuel discharge.

Since the calculations are only done for U-235 in the CINDER model

available, all fuel will be considered as U-235. The minimum

concentrations depicted in this table for exposures near 40,000 MWD/MT

are .82% U-235 and .66 w/o Pu-239. The .66 w/o Pu-239 is recovered

plutonium and excluded losses in reprocessing; thus, the actual amount

of Pu-239 is greater than this. Since the plutonium has a higher

fission cross section than U-235, its equivalent concentration in terms
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of U-235 is greater than its actual concentration, about 2.25 times
(13).

The effective concentration of U-235 is thus:

.82 + 2.25 * .66 = 2.31 w/o.

A conservative value of 2.0 w/o was used instead of the calculated

value of 2.31 w/o. In terms of number density, 2.0 w/o is 4.65 x 10
-4

atoms/ barn cm.

A typical value for the fast to thermal fission ratio is .17
(14)

As the data are not too sensitive to this value, the typical one was

used.

Table 5.2 depicts the final values chosen as input to the code

CINDER. The results of the CINDER calculation are shown in Table 5.3.

TABLE 5.2

PARAMETERS FOR BASE CALCULATION OF CAPTURE EFFECT

Power Density 950 w/cm
3

UO
2

2200 m/s flux 9.50 10
13

n/cm
2
-sec

Epithermal Fission Fraction .17

Burnup 40,000 MWD/MTU

Irradiation Time 9175 hrs.

U-235 # Density 4.65 10
-4

a/bcm
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TABLE 5.3

DECAY HEAT FROM CINDER RUN WITH PARAMETERS OF TABLE 5.2

Time After Decay Heat (Mev/Fission Sec) % Due to

Shutdown Total Without Due to Capture
Sec. Decay Heat Capture _Capture_ Process

14
3.4226 101 3.401 10

14
2.16 1012 .63

14
2.7476 1010 2.730 10

14
1.76 10

12
.64

100 1.8332 10
14

1.324 0
14

9.20 101 1 .50

O1000 1.1187 10
14

1.114. 0
14

3. 10
11

.33

10,000 5.2684 10
13

5.243 ]013 2.54 10
11

.48

The column labeled Total Decay Heat represents the decay heat

from all processes while that labeled Without Capture represents a

calculation using the R function approach described in Chapter III.

The largest % difference is .64%. These results are qualitative in the

sense that they do not represent an exact analysis of the capture

effect under all conditions. With the conditions under which the

calculations were done in mind, the conclusion is that the decay heat

due to the capture process is small under most situations for the

shutdown times considered.

Five additional calculations were made as a first step toward

further exploration of the effect of the capture process upon decay

heat. these cases serve to indicate the effect of variations of the

input parameters. Because of the cost of making calculations using all

of the capture chain:, developed, a reduction in their number was made.

Those chains retained to represent the capture process were chosen such
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that they constituted 95% of the decay heat produced from the chains

with capture effects. (Further work by M. Shay indicates that these

chains were somewhat incomplete; the fraction of the decay heat

produced by the capturing chains actually used is possibly nearer 60%.)

In Table 5.4, Case I is a recalculation of the base case using the

reduced set of capture chains. Notice that the decay heat is larger

in Case I than in the base case. This is due to the fact that the

capture process, in addition to producing nuclides which decay, destroys

nuclides which can decay and contribute to decay heat. Table 5.4 shows

the results from the five cases along with the input parameters for

each case.

Comparing Case I in Table 5.4 to each of the other cases indicate:

one, the effect of doubling the flux with other parameters constant;

two, the effect of doubling the irradiation time; three, the effect of

doubling both the flux and irradiation time; and four, the effect of a

longer irradiation time while keeping the exposure constant. In the

fourth case the flux level is not held constant but is allowed to

decrease along with the power density. The effect of doubling the

parameters is to approximately double both the absolute amount of the

capture contribution and the percent contribution. The capture

contribution, when either the flux or the irradiation time is doubled,

is less than 1.56%, still a small amount. It appears especially small

when the unrealistic nature of the values of these parameters is

considered. At an irradiation time of 18,500 hours, the exposure is



TABLE 5.4

PARAMETER VARIATION EFFLCTS UPON THE CAPTURE EFFECT

Case Time Total R

T12
---x 100% T 432260
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10
0

3.4237+14* 3.4009+14 .66 950 9175 9.56+13 4.65-4

101 2.7491

I 10
2

1.8341

10
3

1.1191

2.7299

1.8235

1.1152

.70

.35

10
4

5.2696+13 5.2425/13 .5]

10
0

3.4378+14 3.4009/14 1.07

10
1

2.7612 2.7299 1.13 950 9175 1.91+14 2.325-4

10
2

1.8417 1.8235 1.12

10
3

1.1249 1.1152 .86

10
4

5.3077+13 5.2425+13 1.23

10 0 3.4465 +14 3.4087+14

101 2.7700 2.7378

III 10
2

1.8504 1.8313

10
3

1.1327 1.1231

10
4

5.4056+13 5.3211113

10
0

3.4636414 3.4087/14

10
1

2.7853

IV 10
2

1.8616

16
3

1.1438

2.7373

1.P313

1.1231

10
4

5.4805+13 5.3211+13

1.10

1.16 950 18500 9.56+13 4.65-4

1.03

.94

1.56

1. 9

1.70 950 13500 1.91+14 2.325-4

1.63

1.B1

2.91
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TABLE 5.4 (Cont.)

Case Time Total R

TR
x 100%

P T 4)2200 N
25

100 1.2709+14 1.2508+14 1.11

101 1.0217 1.0096 1.18 350 24900 3.42+13 4.65-4

V 10
2

6.8289+13 6.7561+13 1.07

10
3

4.1881 4.1464 .99

10
4

2.0042 1.9695 1.73

* The +14 indicates that the decimal number is to be multiplied by 10
14

.
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80,000 MWD/MT, an extremely unrealistic value. .Even doubling both flux

and time only brings the contribution of the capture process to 3%.

The fourth comparison, Case I vs. V, is important because it

represents the result of choosing to use a large value of time and then

picking a power to make the conservative exposure of 40,000 MWD/MT.

This was the weakest point in the base case: whether to choose the

most conservative value for time and exposure and let power be

determined thereby, or to pick the most conservative values for power

and exposure and let time be determined. Cases I and V represent these

two choices. The results indicate that even if the base case had used

the largest value of time rather than power, that the contribution

of the capture process would still have been less than 1.73%. The

comparison of the two cases also indicates that while the % contribution

is larger in Case V, the absolute contribution is larger in Case I.

This is because the normalizing operating power is larger in Case I.

In view of the use to which the decay heat calculations are put, it is

probably more acceptable to make larger errors for smaller total decay

heat calculations.

The results presented in this chapter indicate that the effect of

the capture process is small compared to the total amount of decay

heat. The largest percentage contribution that was calculated was

2.91%. The most likely largest value calculated was .64%. It should
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be remembered that all of these calculations are for an upper bound on

the effect of capture and that in all likelihood the effect would be

smaller in most cases.
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APPENDIX I

A PROGRAM TO GENERATE AN INTERPOLATING POLYNOMIAL

The theory discussed in Chapter 3, Section 1, was programmed into

the program FIT. This program solves the simultaneous equations

produced by the least squares method to yield the parameters b, a
l'

a2,

and a
3
for a second order polynomial of the form:

a
1
T
-b

+ a
2

T
1-b

+ a
3

T
2-b

The parameter b in the above form is a constant, and only the a's are

solved for. The parameter is found by solving f r b from:

a T
-b

= Y

In the above equation, as mentioned in Chapter 3, Y refers to the

defined values of the function being fitted. The manner in which b was

chosen was decided upon because of the shape of a log log plot of the

data.

The program was written such that it could produce either a

second order fit to every three points, a third girder fit every four

points, etc; or it could fit the desired order to as many points as

could be represented with a desired accuracy. Thus, a second order fit

might encompass ten points and reproduce those ten points to within .1%.
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The input variables are defined as follows:

NT Number of data points it is desired to represent

N Order of the interpolating polynomial

ITYPE The control integer for deciding if the data should
be fit in the first or second manner discussed above.
A zero implies the first, and a non-zero implies the
second.

CRIT Accuracy to which the polynomial should fit the data
if ITYPE O. .001 implies .1%.

T(I) Time point

F(I) Value of the function at time T(I)

In the mode to produce a polynomial which reproduces the input

data to a desired accuracy, the program includes as many points per

set of parameters as possible. It does this by deriving a set of

parameters to fit the first n+1 points, where n is the order,

calculating the accuracy of reproduction and then calculating a set

to fit n+2 points and the accuracy of reproduction for this set.

The program proceeds in this manner until it calculates a set of

parameters which do not reproduce the data to within the desired

accuracy; then the previous set of parameters is decided upon. The

code then proceeds to calculate another set of parameters to fit the

following series of data points.

The output variables possess the following meanings:
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NTEM1 The number associated with the first data point represented

by a particular set of parameters. The 30th data point

would be associated with the number 30.

NTEM2S The number associated with the last data point represented

with the parameter set.

TI(NTEM1) The time corresponding to the start of the fitted interval.

TI(NTEM2S) The time corresponding to the end of the fitted interval.

BSAVE The parameter b.

XSAVE(I) The parameters al, a2, a3.

F The input data points.

FCALCS The value calculated for the input data point by the

parameter set chosen to represent this point.

DEVS(K) The relative error in reproducing a particular data point.
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THE PROGRAM FIT

PROORAP FiTCINPQ7,OUTWOOAPF53INPUT,TAPFI0iTAPE30
TAPt40mOUTFUT)
DIHENSTON 7/(200),F(200)*X(10),4(10,11)9FCALC(200),
1 DFVC200);FCALC8(R00)eCEVS(2m0),XSAVE(10)
R. DC 50) NT9koTT'OE,Ck!T

7 F PAT(314lE10,3)
PLAO(10.15) (TT(T),F(I),!;1iNT)

15 FORmAT(2E12.5)
N1=N+1
N20,+2
NTEPtr./

30 NTEP2r.INTEml+N
1Ft NTEM2 OTe NT) STOP
tiSkVELIO.

47 R1:00
R2P.'06

R3to,
R4r0e
,J.U0
DO 50 InNTFMteNT2
RTrALU(TICI))
Ry::41.06(F(1))

R1rk1+1,/kY**2
p2.1..P+PT/RY**2

R3:44341$/kY
R4:14444.(kT/RY)**2

50 R5=R5+PT/RY
8m(R5.043*;42/R1)/(RP**2JR1.P.R4)
IF( ,LT, 1.) GO TO 80
INT=10011*H+0
ti:/NT/100,
GO TO 85

80 1NT=1000.*8+.5
8=INT/1000.

85 Ba=2,*8
00 90 1=1041
DO 90 J.110Q

90 A(IeJ)=0,
DO 95 1:101
DO 95 J=1INI
DO 95 krATFM1INTEM?

95 A( I0J)=A(I0J)+(1./F(g)*42)*TI(K)**(I+J,2)*(10/TI(K)**82)
DO 110 Im1oN1
DO 110 K=NTEm1oNTEN2

110 A(/02)=1,(1.042)#(1e/F(K))*TT(K)**(Tf91)*(1p/TICK)**14)
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DO 500 I=1.N1

HIG:A8S(A(I,I))
IP( IP ,GT, N1 ) GO ic 101
DO 100 Jr.IP,N1

!F(ABS(A(JiI))EIG .LE: no GO TO 100
BIG=AUS(A(JII))
IPOw:J

100 CONTINUE
101 CONTINUE,

IF(IPOw 'ED. I) GO TO 210
DO 200 Kr,I0.42
TRAN:A(190w,K)
A(IROw.K):A(TIK)

200 A(IfK)=TRAN
210 DO 400 L:10,11

IF L ,LG. I) GO TO coo
T=A(L.1)/4(1,I)
DO 300 M=1P,N2

300 A(0v)=A(Lem),1**(104)
GOO CONTINUE
500 CONTINUE

CO (,

600 X(II)=A(lIgNp)/A(ITITI)
DO 700 K:NTEml,NTEP2
kCALC(K)=0,
DU 690 ImIsNI
EX=1,1.8
IF( EX .LT. 0) GO 70 650
FCALC(00.14,CALCM+Y(1)*Tt(K)**Ex
GO TO 690

650 EExtABS(Fx)
FCALC(K)=PCALC(K)+X(I)/Ty(K)**Etw

690 CONTINUE.
DEv(K):(FCALC(x)RF(x))/P(K)
IF( ABs(DEV(K)) ,GT, CRIT) GO TO 800

700 CONTINUE
NTFP2S:NTEJ42
8SAVEzR
00 710 I211N1

710 XSAVE(I)=X(I)
00 720 KcNTF_m1 $NTEm2
DEVS(K)=0EV(K)

720 FCALCS(K)=VCALC(K)
IF( !TYPE pEGI 0) GO IC 805
NTFo2=NTEm2s1
IF( NTEH2 eGT, NT) GO TC 805
GO TO 07

P$00 CONTINUE,
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805 WRITE(30I810) NTEM1iNTEk2SeTT(NTEM1),TI(NTEM2S)
WRITE(30I820) PSAO, (XSAVF(I)11110;1)
WRITE(40.830) ( F(g)oFCALOS(W)IDEVS(K)IK:NTEm1eNTEm2S)

810 FORNAT(2I4t2E100)
-20 FUPPAT(5E12.5)
830 FORMAT(3(3X0.1245))

NTEM1=NTEM2S
IF( NTEMI ,GE, NT) STOP
GO TO 30
END
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APPENDIX II

A PROGRAM TO CALCULATE DECAY HEAT .

THROUGH THE USE OF THE R FUNCTION

To facilitate the calculation of decay heat, H(t), the program

HCAL was developed. HCAL calculates decay heat through the use of the

R function, which is described in detail in Chapter III, Section 2.

The equation by which HCAL determines the decay heat is equation 3.6.

H(t) = E [(TEA [R(Tui + T) R(Tui + T)] 3.6

i=1

R(T)

TQi

Tui

Power level over the time range i

The R function at time T

The time at the beginning of a constant
power interval

The time at the end of a constant power
interval

The subtraction of the two values of the R function represents the

decay heat at time T after shutdown arising from an operation at unit

power between Tvi and Tui. Multiplication of this term by the actual

power level over the time interval represents the actual decay heat at

T from operation between -Fri and Tui. The summation of all such

products for a particular power history is the total decay heat at T.
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The R function is calculated from the equation:

R(T) = A1T-13 + A
2

1-b
+ T

2-b

The parameters b, Al, Az, and A3 are tabulated for various ranges of T.

There are three basic types of input required by HCAL: first, a

set of parameters b, Al, A2, and A3 for various values of the R

function argument. A set of these parameters are depicted in Table

3.4. Second, a description of the power history for which decay heat

is to be calculated. Third, a list of the shutdown times fur which it

is desired that decay heat be calculated.

As can be seen from the equation defining i(t), the calculation

process is very simple. The program spends the majority of its effort

determining which set of parameters b, A1, A,, and A3 to use in

calculating R(T). This is done by comparing T to the values of T

associated with each set of parameters in the table defining k(T).

As an example, consider the two sets of parameters depicted below:

Set 1: T1 b
1

Ai

Set 2: T
2

... b2 A2
2

A2 A2
1 3

If T
1

< T < T
2

, then Set 2 would be used to detine R(1).

A detailed description of the input requirements is presented

here and followed by a listing of the program.
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Card 1: Nk, NO FORMAT(2I4)

Nk The number of parameter sets defining the R function

NO The order of the interpolating polynomial defining

the R function. Normally this value will be 2.

Card 2: TI(k) FORMAT(18X,E10.3)

TI(k) The largest value of time to which the kth parameter

set applies

Card 3: B(k), (A(k,J), J=1,N0+1)) FORMAT(6E12.5)

B(k) The parameter b for set k

A(k,J) The parameter Aj for set k

Cards 2 and 3 should be repealed NK Limes.

Card 4: NPARTS FORMAT(I4)

NPARTS The number of power histories for which decay heat is

to be calculated. The remaining card should be

repeated NPARTS times.

Card 5: NI, NT FORMAT(2I4)

NI

NT

The number of power intervals defining the power
history

The number of decay times at which decay heat is to
be calculated



Card 6: BT(I), ET(I), P(I) FORMAT(3E12.5)

BT(I)
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= Tzi, the starting time (negative) for power interval

I, in hours

ET(I) =Tui, the ending time (negative) for power intefval I,

in hours

P(I)

Card 7: T(L)

T(L)

=[ca
f
]. the power density in watts/cm

3
for the

interval I

Card 6 should be repeated NI times.

FORMAT(E12.5)

The times at which decay heat is to be calculated

Card 7 should be repeated NT times.
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THE PROGRAM HCAL

PPOGRAP HcAL(INPUTIIDOPUTIITAFEIWAPE1511INFU1s
TAPE:?0:01,1TFUT)

DTmFksICN A(100,50),11(100),B7(50),FT(50)0(50)
1 T(90),k(50)16(100)
REAc(15b) NK,NO
NorAc41
CO 20 KtIleNK
RFAc(106) TICK)

20 REAr,(1047) e(K),(A(K,,/)4,1:11,N0)
RE.AC(1.5,5) NPARTS
Dr1 1000 TN:11,NPARTS
cilA0(15t5) KIiNT
ETAr;(15e) CHT(T)eET(I)#F(1),I=IINI)
kFAD(15410) (T(L),L=IINT)
DO 30 TmloNI
eTrT)=PTfI,

30 FI(I).2ET(I)
CO 500 1,..11,NT
k(L)=0,
DO 400 i41,KI
HT1=ET(T)4.TCL)
ETT:FT(T)eT(L)
Do. 50 tAr414NK

IF( elTmTI(P)) 60,6050
So CoNT1NuE

PPINI*0 ERROR IN FINDING INTERVAL FDR !IT(') ItioIti)
STOP

60 141.7,

DO 90 t°141,NIK
IF( E1T9TI(P)) i00.100090

90 CnKTINUE
PRINT*qi FRPoR IN FINDING INTERVAL FOR Urn le 10(1)
STOP

100 PP:m
Bite(m1)
e2;(02)
R1042=0.
00 ?On P=1,N0
Eximp51101
ty2mp.1,4b2
IF( Ex) ) 1059110,110

105 Fyl:EK1
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7714108TT**Exi
GO TC 120

110 TTOITT**Ext
120 Riacl+A(P,Ilim)*TT

IFtFY2 ) 125,130.130
125 EY2sEX2

ITcle/ETT**EX2
GO IC 140

130 TT:FIT**EY2
1a0 P?t92+A(m?m)*TT
200 CONT1NuE

fCL)=P(1 ) +P(I) *(P2PP1)
400 CONTINUE
500 cf.KTINuE

on 550 ltieNT
eT(1)=.H.1(1)

55'0 ET(!)- PET(I)
Vn 600 021,NT
P,(L)::H(L)*3.1E10

600 crITikur:
koil1F(20p11) IN

ocPITE(P0,12)
WQ1`ff,(p(),1:i) (fi1MeE,1-(1).Pf ilzio;,4'fl

ITE(?0,16)
ViPITE(?015) (T(1.) 0'4(L)00.11,NT)

1000 Crt*TINO:
s FrNmAT(210)
6 POP4AT(18Ya10,3)
7 FORaT(6E12,5)
H 100,'AT(1E12,5)

10 PORPAT(F1 p05)
11 FOPmAT(1HiteciWcASV NO. 103$//)
la FOO'AT(6x0! TP,AE AT START cP. 1.9X, $TImE AT END OF If

1 13X0P(Wk1 o/9)(91PNNIP sTF,P1.12x0P0wEP STEP', /,

2 1'eXowPzSIO,PYOHRsfo18x,IA/cm314/)
13 FOHmAT(7x1245.10xE12,5t0x$E12115)
14 POkPAT(//$30x0DECAY HEAT111//524WTImE1,10Y0H(T/mE)19

1 /925WHPS11110YofFv/SECte/)
15 F0foaT(20X.E12,50X,t12,5)

STCP
EN0


